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I love and appreciate my creativity
I am a vibrant creative being
I live in a time where creativity is celebrated
I ignite my creativity in ways that inspire and spark joy
My creativity does not harm others
I regularly refill my creative tank in healthy ways
I restore my creativity with rest and quiet my mind with meditation
My creativity is my essential storytelling and it’s safe for me to tell it
I express my creativity in many ways because it is endless
I explore as I create and all exploration is worthy
All creation is worthy
I speak life over my ideas and work and thank them for appearing
I trust in divine timing and big magic
I respect ideas that aren’t to be mine and let them go with ease and grace
I acknowledge and act on ideas that warrant exploring
I give my full attention to my creativity when it is sparked and I relax without expectation in
times of rest
I respect the ideas of others and appreciate cyclical and unending inspiration we as one
universe provide each other
I hold a special space for my creativity no matter where I am executing it
I see projects through to completion when they are important to me, and even when
challenged, my creativity persists
I know that growth comes from breaking through challenges and my personal act of practice
and perseverance, more so than from recognition
I take recognition with grace and use it to fuel my work, not my ego
I have a healthy relationship with money and know the value of creativity
I allow for abundance in my creative life and am rewarded beyond my wildest dreams
I am a creative magnet
I love to stretch my potential
My comfort zone is not where I live
My creativity is a gift
I appreciate the creativity of others without judgement or comparison
I execute on my ideas with confidence and timeliness
My creative life brings me joy
My creative light shines brightly and inspires others
My creativity feels easy and playful
I create with my heart, not with my ego

I lo yo , t a k yo .

